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A steepest ascent family of algorithms suitable for the direct solution of 
continuous variable unconstrained nonconical multiple objective programming 
problems is introduced. Nonconical multiple objective problems, unlike standard 
(conical) vector optimization problems, cannot be easily solved by examining 
related single objective problems. The concept of a direction of steepest ascent is 
generalized to the multiple objective context and the question of algorithmic 
convergence is treated. A computational example involving a nonconical unanimity 
order is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some of the most fundamental results in multiple objective optimization 
characterize the set of efficient or nondominated solutions as solutions of 
associated scalar optimization problems. This type of characterization leads 
naturally to algorithmic approaches in which efficient solutions are obtained 
by solving parameterized families of associated scalar optimization 
problems. With the exception of linear programming and dynamic 
programming, there has been little work on algorithms which directly attack 
the multiobjective problem. 
A major drawback of merely seeking efftcient solutions is that the decision 
maker’s preference characteristics (with the exception of “more is better”) 
are ignored. The consequent difftculty is the the efftcient frontier is often too 
large or unwieldy to be effectively communicated to the decision maker. 
Recently, however, a so-called ‘unanimity” order [ 1 ] has been introduced, 
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whose construction is based on the explicit consideration of preference 
characteristics, specifically, preference convexity (PC). Such unanimity 
orders (many different types are conceivable) are essentially deterministic 
versions of the stochastic dominance orders used in decision making under 
risk [3,4]. They have the inherent advantage of producing efficient frontiers 
which may be significantly reduced in size from the standard efficient 
frontier of multiple objective programming. 
The PC unanimity order, although properly including the standard 
componentwise vector order, is fundamentally different in the sense that it is 
not conical, that is, it cannot be represented be a positive cone. As with the 
standard vector order, points which are efficient under conical orders can be 
characterized as solutions to related scalar optimization problems [5]. This 
characterization has been partially extended to nonconical multiple objective 
programming [6], but the result is of considerably less utility at this level. 
Consequently, scalar optimization algorithms are of little use in the 
nonconical setting. 
The purpose of this paper, then, is to develop algorithms for the direct 
solution of nonconical multiple objective programs. We focus on continuous 
variable unconstrained problems, and consider questions of algorithmic 
convergence, as well as the extension of the idea of a gradient direction to 
the multiple objective setting. For the former, our fundamental tool is the 
point-to-set map, and in Section 2 we present wo convergence theorems of 
the Zangwill type [7], as well as some stability results. To treat the gradient 
question, we introduce in Section 3 the concept of directed distance, which is 
used in the construction of basic ascent algorithms in Section 4. In Section 5 
we briefly consider line search algorithms, and in Section 6 present a 
computational example based on the PC unanimity order. Many of the 
results of Sections 4 and 5 build on the differential optimality conditions for 
nonconical programming developed in [ 61. 
We establish our notational framework as follows. If < is a binary relation 
on a set X, say that x* E X is maximal in X under < if x* < x for no x E X. 
Denote the set of such elements by maxl(X, <). Regard X as a set of feasible 
solutions, and letf: X+ Y, wheref is a (multidimensional) objective function 
and Y is the objective space. Let < be an asymmetric binary relation on Y. If 
the upper sections (z<) - z (defined below) are all the same convex cone, 
then < will be called a conical order. In the absence of such an assumption, 
< will be referred to as nonconical order. Define the binary relation <If on X 
by x(</f) y of(x) < f(y). The nonconical multiple objective programming 
problem is to describe the set maxl(X, </f) of optimal decisions. Stated less 
formally, it is desired to “maximalize” the function f on X under ( on Y. We 
will usually assume that XC E” and Y G Em, where E” denotes n- 
dimensional real Euclidean space. 
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2. POINT-TO-SET MAPS, STABILITY, AND CONVERGENCE 
It is usual to define a point-to-set map R from a set X to a set Y to be a 
function which assigns to each x E X a subset Rx of Y. We shall identify a 
point-to-set map with its graph. Thus R c Y x X shall mean that R is a 
point-to-set map from X to Y. When the sets X and Y are clear from the 
context, the map R will sometimes be specified by merely giving the 
assignment x -+ Rx. 
A binary relation p on a set X is a subset of X x X, and ypx is written to 
mean (y, x) E p. Binary relations will usually be denoted by <, <, < or <. 
The relations < and < will always satisfy 
x<yox<y or x = y. 
If p z Y x X is either a point-to-set map or a binary relation, then define 
the upper sections yp for y E Y, and the lower sections px for x E X by 
YP = Ix I YPXL PX= {Y I YP-4. 
If US X and I’& Y then define 
VP = u {YP I Y E 0 pu=lJ (pxlxE U}. 
Thus ypx, (y, x) E p, y E px, and x E yp are synonymous. 
A basic familiarity on the part of the reader with the definitions and 
results of elementary point-set topology is assumed. The results of this 
section all occur in general topological spaces. Let X and Y be two 
topological spaces, and let R c Y x X. The following definitions are given in 
Berge [8]. 
R is lower semi-continuous (abbreviated lsc) at x0 E X if for every open 
subset G of Y which intersects Rx’, there is a neighborhood U of x0 such 
that Rx fl G # 0 for every x E U. 
R is upper semicontinuous (abbreviated USC) at x0 E X if Rx0 is compact, 
and for every open subset G of Y which contains Rx’, there is a 
neighborhood U of x0 with R U c: G. 
R is closed at x0 if for every y” & Rx’, there are neighborhoods U of x0 
and Vofy’such that RUnV=a. 
R is kc, USC, or closed, respectively, if it is lsc, USC, or closed at each point 
of X. R is continuous (at x0) if it is both USC and lsc (at x0). Upper or lower 
semicontinuity of maps is not an analog of upper or lower semicontinuity for 
real-valued functions, which shall here be termed numerical upper or lower 
semicontinuity. When the map R is a function from X to Y, both upper and 
lower semicontinuity reduce to the usual numerical continuity of R. 
To say that R is closed at x0 is equivalent to the assertion that y” E Rx0 
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whenever every neighborhood V x U of (y”, x0) contains points of R other 
than (y”, x0). When X and Y are metric spaces, and xk +x0 means that the 
sequence {x”} converges to x0, the more usual definition surfaces: R is 
closed at x0 provided xk -+ x0, yk -+ y”, and yk E Rxk imply y” E Rx’. 
To say that R is closed (on all of X) is equivalent to the assertion that R 
is a closed subset of Y x X under the product topology. Since arbitrary inter- 
sections and finite unions of closed sets are closed, the following result is not 
surprising. 
2.1. THEOREM. (a) The intersection of an arbitrary family of mappings, 
each closed at x0, is also closed at x0. 
(b) The union of a finite family of mappings, each closed at x0, is also 
closed at x0. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1, and all subsequently omitted proofs, are given 
by Berge. The next two theorems summarize the important relationship 
between closed maps and USC maps. 
2.2. THEOREM. If Y is a Hausdorff space and R E Y x X is USC at x0 
then R is closed at x0. 
2.3. THEOREM. If Y is a regular space, R E Y x X is closed at x0, and 
S G Y x X is USC at x0 then R n S is USC at x0. 
2.3.1. COROLLARY. If Y is a regular space, K is a compact subset of Y, 
and R c Y x X is closed at x0, then the map x + Rx n K is USC at x0. 
Upper and lower semicontinuity are preserved under a number of 
operations. 
2.4. THEOREM. (a) The union of an arbitrary family of mappings, each 
lsc at x0, is lsc at x0. 
(b) The intersection of an arbitrary family of mappings, each USC at 
x0, is use at x0. 
2.5. THEOREM. The union of aJnite family of mappings, each USC at x0, 
is USC at x0. 
2.6. THEOREM. (a) If Ri E Yi x X is lsc at x0, for i = l,..., m, then the 
finite Cartesian product ni R, is lsc at x0. 
(b) IfRi L Yi x X is USC at x0, for i = l,..., m, then thefinite Cartesian 
product ni Ri is USC at x0. 
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IfR~YxXandS~ZxY,delinethecompositionSoREZXXby 
z(S o R)x o 3y E Y (zSy and yRx). 
This is, of course, an extension of the idea of functional composition. 
2.7. THEOREM. (a) IfRcYxXislscatx”EXandS~ZXYislsc 
on Rx0 then S 0 R c Z x X is kc at x0. 
(b) If R c Y x X is USC at x0 E X and S c Z x Y is USC on RxO, then 
S o R E Z x X is USC at x0. 
(c) If”RcYxXisuscatx”EXandScZxYisclosedonRxo, 
then S o R g Z x X is closed at x0. 
Proof. Only (c) is not proved by Berge. To show (c), suppose 
z” & (S o R) x0 = S(Rx’). Then z” 66 Sy for all y E Rx’, so S closed on Rx0 
implies that for each y E Rx0 there are neighborhoods W(y) of z” and V(y) 
of y such that W(y) n SV( y) = 0. Since Rx0 is compact, there is a finite 
subcover I’( y’),..., V(y”) of Rx’. Let 
v= V(y’)U *** u V(y”), 
w= w(y*)n ..- n w(y). 
Then V 2 Rx’, so there is a neighborhood U of x0 with V 2 RU. But 
Wn(SoR)Uc WnSV=U WnSV(y’)=0. 
Thus, S 0 R is closed at x0. 1 
The following results further characterize the relationship between closed 
maps and USC maps in spaces which need not be compact. The first theorem 
is a partial converse of Corollary 2.3.1. 
2.8. THEOREM. Suppose Y is a locally compact space, and R C Y X X. Ij 
x + Rx CT K is USC at x0 for every compact subset K of Y then R is closed at 
x0. 
Proof. Suppose y” @ Rx’. We wish to find neighborhoods U of x0 and V 
of y” such that RU n V = 0. Since Y is locally compact, y” has a compact 
neighborhood K. Then x -+ Rx n K is USC at x0, hence by Theorem 2.2 it is 
closed at x0. Thus there are neighborhoods U of x0, V of y”, such that 
R U (7 K n V = 0. Since K is a neighborhood of y”, so is K n V. Thus U and 
K n V are the required neighborhoods. d 
It might be conjectured that if the map x+ Rx n K is USC for every 
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compact set K, and the sets Rx are compact, then R is USC. That this is false 
is illustrated by the following example. 
2.8.1. COUNTEREXAMPLE. Define the map S GE’ x E’ by 
sx = {x, l/x} if x# 0, 
= PI if x = 0. 
The reader may verify that x + Sx f7 K is USC for any compact K, but that S 
is not use at x = 0. 
However, the following result does hold when Y is a metric space. Call 
R E Y x X uniformly bounded at x0 E X if there is a neighborhood U of x0 
and an open ball B c Y such that R U c B. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let Y be a metric space. Then R c Y x X is USC at 
x0 E X if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(a) the set Rx0 is compact, 
(b) the map x + Rx ~7 K is USC at x0 for every compact subset K of Y, 
(c) R is uniformly bounded at x0. 
Proof. Suppose R is USC at x0. Then (a) holds by definition, and (b) 
holds by Theorem 2.4(b). Moreover, since Rx0 is compact, there is an open 
ball B containing Rx’. Then by upper semicontinuity, there is a 
neighborhood U of x0 such that RUE B. Hence, R is uniformly bounded at 
X0. 
Conversely, suppose (ak(c) hold and let G be an open set with G 2 Rx’. 
By (c), there is a closed ball B and a neighborhood U of x0 such that 
RU c B. Hence, G 2 Rx0 = Rx0 n B, and since B is compact, the map 
x -+ Rx n B is USC by (b). Thus, there is a neighborhood V of x0 such that 
RV~IBEG. But R(Un V)&RUgB, so GzRVf3BzR(Un V)nB= 
R(Un V) and U f7 V is the required neighborhood of x0. 1 
An important application of the various continuity principles for point-to- 
set arises in the study of parameterized extremum problems. In the present 
setting these problems would take the following form. Let f,: X + Y be an 
objective function, St E X a set of feasible solutions, and <I a binary relation 
on Y, all parameterized by t E T. The parameterized extremum problem is to 
choose x E St which maximalizes f,(x) under <(. It is desired to investigate 
the continuity in t of the set 
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of optimal solutions, as well as the set 
of optimal “values.” When Y = E’ and <t = < is the standard order on the 
reals, this question has been extensively investigated ([9] provides a 
bibliography). In addition, Tanino and Sawaragi [IO] have examined the 
multiple objective question in the full generality of the present setting. 
However, the stability results we give below are more useful for the subse- 
quent development. It turns out that it is sufficiently general for our purposes 
to study the continuity of maxl(St, XI) in t, where <t is a binary relation on 
X. The two basic results are given by Theorems 2.10 and 2.11. 
Call a point-to-set map R c Y X X open at x0 E X if the map x + (Rx)’ is 
closed at x0. Equivalently, R is open at x0 E X if for every y” E Rx0 there 
are neighborhoods U of x0 and I/ of y” such that V x Us R. 
2.10. THEOREM, Suppose the map S c X x T is Isc and closed at to E T, 
and the map from T to X x X, which assigns to each t E T the binary 
relation <I on X, is open at to. Then the map t + Mt = maxl(St, x1) is closed 
at to. 
Proof. Let x0 be such that every neighborhood U X W of (x0, to) 
contains points of M. We wish to show that x0 E Mt’. Since M G S, every 
neighborhood U x G of (x0, to) contains points of S, so S closed at to 
implies x0 E St’. It remains to show x0 x,0 y” for no y” E St’. For this, it in 
turn suffices by the openness of t + <* at to to show that every neighborhood 
U x V x G of (x0, y”, to) contains points (x, y, t) with (x, y) & <(. 
Let y” E St0 and let U x V x G be any neighborhood of (x0, y”, to). Since 
S is lsc at to, there is a neighborhood G’ s G of to such that Vf? St = 0 for 
every t E G’. Since (x0, to) E U x G’, there exists by our initial assumption 
(x, t) E (U x G’) n M. Let y E VfJ St. Since x E Mt and y E St, it follows 
by the definition of M that (x, y) @ +, as we wished. This completes the 
proof. I 
2.11. THEOREM. Suppose X is a metric space, the map S c X x T is 
continuous at to E T, and the map t + xt from T to X x X is open at to. Then 
the map t -+ Mt = maxl(St, <I) is USC at to. 
Proof We show that M satisfies (a)-(c) of Theorem 2.9. By 
Theorem 2.10, M is closed at to, so the set Mt” is closed. Since S is USC at to, 
St0 is compact. Hence, Mt” c St0 implies Mt” is compact and 
Theorem 2.9(a) holds. 
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If K G X is compact, than since A4 is closed at to, the map t -+ Mt n K is 
USC at to by Corollary 2.3.1. Thus Theorem 2.9(b) holds. 
Finally, by Theorem 2.9(c), S is uniformly bounded at to, so there is a 
neighborhood G of to and an open ball B c X with SG c B. Since MG z SG, 
M is also uniformly bounded and Theorem 2.9(c) holds. 1 
Theorem 2.12 will serve to reintroduce the objective function into the 
stability analysis. 
2.12. THEOREM. Suppose f, : X -+ Y for t E T, (x, t) + f,(x) is continuous 
on X x (to}, and the map t + pI from T to Y x Y is open (closed) at to. Then 
the map t -+ p,/f, is also open (closed) at to. 
Proof Let (x0, y”) E pto/&. Then g(x”, y”, to) = (fto(xo),fto(yo)) E pro. 
Since t -+ pt is open at to, there are neighborhoods G of g(x”, y”, to) and H of 
to such that G x H g p(. ). Since g is continuous at (x0, y”, to), there is a 
neighborhood U x V x H’ of (x0, y”, to) with g(U x V x H’) g G. Let 
H” = H’ n H. Then U x V x H” cr p(. ,/‘.) can be seen as follows: if 
(x, y, t) E U x V x H” then g(x, y, t) E G and t E H, so (g(x, y, t), t) E 
G x Hcp,.,, that is, g(x, Y, t) = (f,(x),f,(y)) E Pi or, equivalently, 
(x, y) E p,/ft. Thus, t + p,/f, is open at to. 
The closedness assertions follow from the complementary relationship 
between openness and closedness and the identity @[If,)’ = @,)‘/f,. 1 
Combining Theorem 2.12, respectively, with Theorems 2.10 and 2.11, we 
obtain the following two results. 
2.13. THEOREM. Suppose f, : X -+ Y for each t E T, (x, t) -f,(x) is 
continuous on XX {to), the map S g X X T is lsc and closed at to E T, and 
the map t -+ < t from T to Y x Y is open at to. Then the map 
t + maxl(St, Ct/f,) 
is closed at to. Moreover, tf t -+ f,(St) is closed at to then the map 
t + mNf,(Sf), +) 
is closed at to. 
2.14. THEOREM. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2.13, 
suppose X is a metric space and S z X x T is continuous at to E T. Then the 
maps 
t+ maxl(St, c&J, 
t --* maWXW, ct> 
are USC at to. 
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When the objective function is real valued these results specialize as 
follows: for an arbitrary subset S of X define 
awm4.L S) = {x E S I tlv E sf(x) >f(Y)l. 
Equivalently, argmax(f, S) = maxl(S, c/f). For St and f,, define 
TO = {t E T ( argmax(f,, St) # a} and define the optimal value function 
v: T,+E’ by 
v(t) = max{f,(x) 1 x E St}. 
Then, we obtain 
2.13.1. COROLLARY. Suppose f, : X -+ E’ for each t E T, (x, t) + f,(x) is 
continuous on XX (to}, and the map S G X x T is lx and closed at to E T. 
Then the map 
t -+ argmax(f,, St) 
is closed at to. Moreover, if t + f,(S,) is closed at to and to E To then v is 
continuous (in To) at to. 
2.14.1. COROLLARY. In addition to the assumptions of Corollary 2.13.1, 
suppose X is a metric space and S G X x T is continuous at to E T. Then the 
map 
t -+ argmax(f,, St) 
is USC at to, and if to E To, then v is continuous (in To) at to. 
A second major application of point-to-set maps occurs in the study of 
algorithmic convergence in nonlinear programming. Convergence analyses in 
the multiple objective setting have been conducted by Wehrung [ 111 and 
Nakayama [ 121, but the present approach is somewhat broader in scope. We 
present two convergence theorems which are essentially generalizations of 
Zangwill’s results to the multiple objective setting. In addition, the less 
restrictive concept of directional closedness of the algorithmic map is used. 
This concept is introduced as follows. 
Let < be a binary relation on a set X and let R be a point-to-set map from 
X to Y. Say that R is lsc, USC, or closed from below at x0 E X under < if the 
restriction of R to a0 is, respectively, lsc, USC, or closed (in the relative 
topology). As before, closedness from below takes on a more familiar form 
in metric spaces. There, R is closed from below at x0 under < if xk +x0, 
xk < x0, yk + y”, and yk E Rxk imply that y” E Rx’. 
It should be noted that because of the form of the directional continuity 
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definitions, Theorems 2.1-2.14 have directional corollaries which can be 
obtained by substituting the topological subspace a’. To avoid stating 
every such corollary, we shall merely reference the original result when the 
directional corollary is needed. 
As we shall see below, directional continuity ideas are useful in 
nonconical multiple objective convergence analysis, where the maps 
z -+ z < may have directional but not total continuity. We now present two 
convergence theorems covering the cases in which the binary relation of 
interest has, respectively, closed or open sections. 
2.15. THEOREM. Let < and < be binary relations on X such that 
(a) not both x < y and y < x, 
(b) < is transitive, 
(c) the sets 4 and + are closed. 
Let A4 be a point-to-set map on X, and let TE X be a set of solutions, such 
that 
(d) y~Mx+x< y, 
(e) x&I’andyEMx+x< y, 
(f) M is closed from below under < on x\l’Y 
Suppose a sequence {xj} is generated satisfying xj’ ’ E Mxj. If {xj} c K for 
some compact set KC X, then every cluster point of {xj} is in IY 
Proof Let x be a cluster point for {x’}. We claim that 
(g) xj < x for all j, 
for if not, then x E X\(x’<) for some i and by (c) the set X\(x’<) is an 
open neighborhood of x. Since {x’} must be frequently in every open 
neighborhood of x, there is a j > i with xj E X\(x’ <). But by (b) and (e), 
xi < 2, a contradiction. Thus (g) holds. 
Let {x’ 1 j E J} be a subsequence of {x’} converging to x, and consider the 
subsequence {xi+’ 1 j E J}. Since {x”’ 1 j E J} c K, there is a cluster point 
x’ and a subsequence {x” ’ 1 j E J’ } which converges to x’. 
Suppose x @ r. Then M is closed from below at x under <, so xjtl E Mxj 
forj E J’ and (g) imply that x’ E Mx. Hence by (e), x < x’. But the set + is 
closed, so by (g), all cluster points of {xk} are in +. In particular, x’ <x, 
and this contradicts (a). Hence x E r. a 
Call a binary relation < on X acyclic if for every n > 1 it never occurs 
that x1 < x2 < ... < x” < x1. If < is acyclic, then it is also irreflexive (n = 1) 
and asymmetric (n = 2). Conversely, every transitive irreflexive < is acyclic. 
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2.16. THEOREM. Let < be a binary relation on X such that 
(a) < is acyclic, and 
(b) the sets x< and <x are open. 
Let M be a point-to-set map on X and let IS X be a set of solutions such 
that 
(c) Y E fvx * x ,< Y, 
(d) x&IandyEMx+x< y, 
(e) M is closed on x\I except possibly from above under <. 
Suppose a sequence {X’} is generated satisfying ti’+’ E MX’. If (2’) E K for 
some compact set K s X then every cluster point of (2’) is in I. 
Proof Let x be a cluster point for {xj}. We claim that 
(f) x < x’ for no j, 
for if not, then x < xi for some i, and by (b), the set <xi is an open 
neighborhood of x. As in Theorem 2.15, it follows that xj E < xi for some 
j > i, that is, x’ < xi. But by (c), xi <xi+’ < ... < xj and this contradicts 
acyclicity (a). Hence, (f) holds. 
As in the previous proof, there is a subset J of integers such that 
(x’ 1 j E J} converges to x and {x” i 1 j E J} converges to x’. If x & r then (f) 
and the closedness condition (e) on M implies that x’ E Mx. Hence by (d), 
x < x’. But by (f), no cluster point x’ of {x’} can satisfy x < x’. Hence by 
contradiction, x E K 1 
3. DIRECTED DISTANCE 
In ascent algorithms for single objective programming, the gradient 
direction y = f ‘(x)T is important because it maximizes the directional 
derivative f ‘(x)y. The extension to multiple objective ascent algorithms is 
not immediately clear since f ‘(x)’ is not a direction but a matrix and f ‘(x)y 
is a vector. However, it is true for single objective problems that y = f ‘(x)T 
minimizes the directed distance from f ‘(x)y to the set O< in E’, where 
directed distance is defined below. It turns out that this fact readily 
generalizes to the nonconical multiple objective setting. The purpose of this 
section is to introduce the directed distance function and delineate its 
properties. 
All definitions and results in this section take place in E”. Let (a, x> 
represent the inner product of the vectors a and x, (a, x) = xi aixi, and let 
llxll = (x,x)*‘*. Let cl(C), int(C), and X denote, respectively, the 
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topological closure, the interior, and the boundary of the set C. It is 
customary to define the distance from a point x to a set C in E” by 
d(x, C) = iyf{i]z --xl/ ] z E C}. 
The contents of Proposition 3.1 are well known. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let M = {z 1 (a, z) = b} be a hyperplane in E” and let 
x0 E E”. There is a unique z” E M such that d(x’, M) = llz” -x011. In fact, 
x0 - z” = (((a, x0) - b)/(a, a))a, 
and 
4x0, M) = I(a, x0> - b l/II a II. 
Define the directed distance 6(x, H) from x to a half-space H by 
6(x, H) = d(x, 3H) if x & int H, 
= -d(x, 3H) if x E cl(H). 
It is easily verified that the definition is consistent for x E 3H, in which case 
6(x, H) = 0. Proposition 3.2 comes immediately from Proposition 3.1. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let H be the half-space {z I (a, z) < b } and let 
x0 E E”. There is a unique z” E aH such that 
) 6(x0, H)( = 11 z” - x0/j. 
In fact, 
x0 - z” = (((a, x0) - b)/(a, a))a, 
and 
4x0, H) = ((a, x0> - b>/lla Il.
Define the directed distance 6(x, C) from a point x to a convex set C by 
6(x, C) = sup{d(x, H) ] H 2 C, H a half-space}. 
By minimum norm duality [ 131, 6(x, C) is actually d(x, C) if x & int(C). 
Thus, 6(x, y) = /Ix - yl]. On the other hand, if x E cl(C) then 6(x, C) is 
-d(x, Cc), where Cc is the complement of C in E”. Both of these statements 
will be demonstrated shortly. 
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3.3. TRIANGLE INEQUALITY. Let C be a convex set. Then 
6(x, C) < 4% Y) + &Y, C). 
Proof. Let H be a half-space containing C, and suppose 
H= {zIazfb}, 
where ]]a]] = 1. By the Schwartz inequality, 
(a, x - Y> G llall lb - YII = /Ix - Yll, 
so 
that is, 
(a, x> - b < /Ix - Y II + (a, Y) - b, 
4x, HI < &x, Y> + 4~3 W. 
Take the supremum of both sides over all H 2 C to obtain the desired 
result. I 
Given a set C, the support function [ 141 a(. ] C) is defined by 
o(a I C) = sup{ (a, z) ( z E C}. 
It turns out that the directed distance function and the support function are 
in a sense conjugate to each other. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let C be a convex subset of E”. Then 
J(x,C)=max{(a,x)-a(a]C)]]]a]]=l} 
=-min{o(a]C-x)/]]a]]=l}. 
Proof. By definition, 
6(x, C) = sup(b(x, H) / H 2 C, H a half-space}. 
The supremum may be taken over H of the form 
H= {z I (a, z) < b}, II4 = 1. 
Note that 
H~Co(a,z)<b, vz E c, 
o sup{ (a, z) ] z E C} < b 
&uIC)<b. 
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Thus, 
But 
(a, x) - a(u I C) = (a, x) - sup{ (a, z) I z E C} 
=inf{(u,x-z)]rEC) 
=-sup{(a,z-x)]zEC} 
=-o(uI C-x), 
hence, 
6(x, C) = -inf{a(u I C -x) I ]]a]] = 1 }. (2) 
But the support function u is a closed proper convex function [ 14, p. 1141, 
hence, is lower semicontinuous. Therefore the inf in (2) is achieved. It 
follows that the sup in (1) is also achieved and this completes the proof. 1 
Since the properties of the support function are well documented, 
analogous properties of directed distance are easy to obtain via 
Proposition 3.4. 
3.4.1. COROLLARY. Let C be a nonernpty convex set which is not all of 
E”. Then the function x -+ 6(x, C) is convex and finite everywhere, hence, is 
continuous. 
ProoJ Since 6(x, C) is defined as a pointwise supremum of convex 
functions, it is convex [ 14, Theorem 5.51. Since C # 0, u(a ] C - x) > -co, 
and since C # E”, u(u I C-x) is finite for some a [ 14, Corollary 11.5.21. 
Hence the minimum 
min{u(a ] C -x)] ]ia]] = l} 
is finite, so by the theorem, 6(x, C) is finite. But every finite convex function 
on E” is continuous [ 14, Corollary 10.1.11. 1 
3.4.2. COROLLARY. Let C be a convex subset of E”. Then x E cl(C) if 
and only if 6(x, C) Q 0, and x E int(C) if and only if 6(x, C) < 0. 
ProoJ According to [ 14, Theorem 13.11, x E cl(C) if and only if 
(a, x) < u(u 1 C) for every vector u. But since the support function is 
positively homogeneous, the latter is equivalent to the statement hat 
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(a, x) < a(u 1 C) for all a with (la I/ = 1, which, by Proposition 3.4, is 
equivalent to the assertion that 6(x, C) < 0. 
According to the same theorem, x E int(C) if and only if (a, x) < o(a ( C) 
for all nonzero vectors a. If 6(u, C) ( 0 then by Proposition 3.4, 
(a, x) < o(u I C) for all a with Jlall = 1. By positive homogeneity of (I, it 
follows that (a, x) < o(u 1 C) for all nonzero vectors a, hence that x E int(C). 
Conversely, if x E int(C), then there is an E > 0 such that x + EB G C, 
where B is the open unit ball. Then for 11 a I/ = 1, 
~(u~C>~sup((a,~)/(zEx+~B] 
= (a, x + &U) = (a, x) + E. 
Hence, for all /I a 1) = 1, 
and by Proposition 3.4, 6(x 1 C) < --E ( 0. 1 
3.5. THEOREM. Let C be a convex set in E”. Then 
6(x, C) = d(x, C) if x GG int C, 
= 4(x, CC) if x E cl(C). 
Proof: Luenberger’s minimum norm duality theorem [ 13, p. 1361 is 
44 C) = max{(a, x> -@a I C) I II4 = 1 I, 
for x 6? cl(C). Hence, by Proposition 3.4, 6(x, C) = d(x, C) in this case. Since 
6(x, C) = d(x, C) =0 when x E X, it follows that 6(x, C)= d(x, C) if 
x rf int(C). 
Next suppose x E cl(C). If H 2 C is a half-space then x E cl(H), so by 
definition, 
6(x, H) = 4(x, 3H) = -d(x, HC) < 4(x, Cc). 
Taking the supremum over all half-spaces H 2 C, we obtain 
6(x, C) < 4(x, CC). 
By the first part of the proof, 6(x, v) = d(x, y). Hence by the triangle ine- 
quality, 
m C) < 4x, Y) + 6(x, C). 
Taking the infimum over y E Cc, we obtain 
0 < inf{b(y, C) / y E Cc} < d(x, Cc) + 6(x, C). 
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Thus, 6(x, C) > -d(x, Cc), so 6(x, C) = -d(x, Cc), and the theorem is 
proved. 1 
A supporting half-space H to a set C at a point x E C is a closed half- 
space which contains C and has x in its boundary. H is tangent to C at x if 
H is the unique supporting half-space at x. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let C be a nonempty closed convex set which is not all 
of E”, and let x0 E E”. Then there is a supporting half-space H to C such 
that 
6(x0, C) = 6(x0, H). 
If x0 E int C then every such H is tangent to C. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, 6(x0, C) = -a(a” 1 C -x0) for some a0 with 
Ila’ll = 1. Let b, = a(a” 1 C) < +oo. Then, 
6(x0, C) = (a’, x0) - b, = 6(x0, Ho), 
where Ho = {z I (a’, z) < b,}. Since b, = a(a” 1 C) > (a’, z) for all z E C, we 
have Ho 2 C. 
By Proposition 3.2, there is a unique z” E 3H, with 
I 6(x0, Ho)1 = [lx0 - z” I/ 
and 
(3) 
x0 - z” = 6(x0, Ho) a’. (4) 
It will be shown that z” E C. If not, then by Corollary 3.4.2, 6(z”, C) > 0 and 
the triangle inequality yields 
0 < 6(z0, C) < IlzO - x011 + 6(x0, C) 
= I/z0 - x0 11 + 6(x0, Ho) 
= I 6(x0, Ho)1 + 6(x0, Ho). 
It follows that 6(x0, Ho) > 0, hence x0 & Ho. By Proposition 3.1, z” uniquely 
minimizes 11x0 - z” II over z E Ho. Thus, z” 6Z C c Ho implies that 
llxO - zOll < /Ix0 - zll, z E c. 
But there is also a unique z’ E C such that 
d(xO, C) = 11x0 - z1 I/, 
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6(x0, C) = 6(x0, H) = l/x0 - zO)I < JIXO - z 1 I/ = d(x0, C) = 6(x0, C), 
and we have reached a contradiction. 
Therefore, z” E C and, since Ho 2 C and z” E MO, it follows that Ho 
supports C at z”. Suppose x0 E int(C). It will be shown that Ho is then the 
unique supporting half-space to C at z”. Suppose H, = {z ] (a’, z) < b,}, 
where /]a1 I] = 1, supports C at z”. Then, 
8(x0, H,) < 6(x0, C) = 6(x0, Ho). 
Invoking Proposition 3.2, there is a unique z1 E H, such that 
6(x0, If,) = - llz’ - x0 II’ 
and 
Then since z” E Hi, 
x0 - z1 = 6(x0, H,) a’. 
(ZO-Z‘,xO-Z’)=~(xO,H1)(zO-z’,a’) 
= 6(x0, H,)(b, - b,) = 0, 
so z” -2’ and x0 - z1 are orthogonal. By the Pythagorean theorem, 
11x0 - z0112 = I/z0 - z1 112 + [lx0 - z1 112. 
Applying (3) and (6) to (5), we obtain 
11x0 - z1 11 > l/x0 - z” /I 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
which, in view of (8), implies z” = z’. Since a0 and Q ’ both have norm 1, (4) 
and (3) give a0 = a’. Thus, b, = (a’, z”) = (a’, z’) = b, and H, = Ho. Thus 
Ho is the unique supporting half-space to C at z”, that is, Ho is tangent to C 
at zo. I 
3.6.1. COROLLARY. Let C be the polyhedral convex set obtained by inter- 
secting the m closed half-spaces 
Hi = {z I (a’, z) < b,}, i = I,..., m, 
where llaill = 1 for all i. Then for y” E C, 
6( y”, C) = maxi(ui, y”) - bi. (9) 
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ProoJ Since the tangent half-spaces to C are included among the Hi and 
6(y”, Hi) = (a’, y”) - b,, the assertion follows immediately from the theorem 
if y” E int C. If y” E X then both sides of (9) are zero. i 
3.6.2. COROLLARY. Let C be the polyhedral convex set of 
Corollary 3.6.1, and let Y be a subset of E” which intersects C. Then the 
programs 
minimize{ 6( y, C) 1 y E Y} 
and 
minimize{maxi(ai, y) - bi 1 y E Y), 
have the same optimal solutions. 
Proof: If y @ C, then by Corollary 3.4.2, S(y, C) > 0 and, by definition 
of C, maxi(ui, y) - bi > 0. Thus the optimal solutions of both programs lie 
in Yn C, where 6( y, C) < 0 and maxi(ui, y) - bi < 0. But by 
Corollary 3.6.1, 6(y, C) = maxi@, y) - bi for y E Y n C. 1 
The polar cone Sp to a subset S of E” is defined by Sp = {x 1 Vy E S 
(x, y) < O}. We conclude this section with a continuity result which will be 
useful subsequently. The following preliminary result requires in its proof an 
alternate version of the lower semicontinuity definition. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. The point-to-set map R G Y x X is lsc at x0 E X 
provided that for every closed subset K of Y, if for every neighborhood U of 
x0 there exists x E U with Rx g K, then Rx0 cl K. 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose C G E” x E”, and consider the map 
Cp 5 E” x E” given by Cpx = (CX)~. Let x0 E E”. 
(a) If C is lx at x0, then Cp is closed at x0. 
(b) rf the sets Cx are cones containing 0 and C is closed at x0 then Cp 
is lsc at x0. Moreover, if S = {y E E” 1 /I y IJ = 1) is the unit sphere in E”, 
then the map x -+ (CX)~ n S is lsc at x0. 
Proof: (a) Since C is lsc at x0, the Cartesian product map 
(a, x)+ a X Cx is lsc at (a’, x0) for any u”. Since (a, y) + (a, y) is 
continuous, the composition (a, x) + (a, Cx) = {(a, y) ) y E Cx} is lsc at 
(a’, x0). Invoking Proposition 3.7 for this map we obtain: for every closed 
set K, if for every neighborhood G X U of (a’, x0) there exists ‘(a, x) E G X U 
such that (a, Cx) G K then (a’, Cx”) E K. Taking K = GO, and noting that 
Cp = {(a, x) I (a, Cx) G GO}, it follows that if every neighborhood G x U of 
(a’, x0) contains points of Cp then (a’, x0) E Cp. Hence, Cp is closed at x0. 
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(b) Since the sets (CX)~ are cones and 0 E (CX)~, we have 
(Cx)p = ray(O, (Cx)p n S). Since d+ ray(O, d) is lsc, it will follow from 
Theorem 2.7(a) that Cp is lsc at x0 if we can show x + (CX)~ n S is lsc at 
0 
X. 
Define C’x = Cx n S. Since Cx is a cone, (CX)~ f? S = (CX)~’ = (C’X)~‘. 
We wish to show x -+ (C’X)~’ is lsc at x0. To that end, let K be any closed 
(in the relative topology) subset of S and suppose the hypothesis of 
Proposition 3.7 holds, that is, for every neighborhood U of x0 there exists 
x E U with (C’X)~’ L K. It follows that there is a sequence {x”} converging 
to x0 such that (C’X~)~’ G K for all k. Since S is closed, the map C’ is 
closed, hence the sets C’xk are closed; so it follows by the latter that 
C’xk 2 KP’, and by the former that C’x’ 2 KP’. Since K is closed, 
(C’X’)~’ L K, so by Proposition 3.7, x + (C’X)~’ is lsc at x0, as desired. 1 
3.9. THEOREM. Suppose the point-to-set map x + Cx is lsc and closed at 
x0, and the sets Cx are cones. Then the function 
(4 Y) + 4YT Cx) 
is continuous at (x0, y) for any y. 
Pro05 Since the sets Cx are cones, 
o(a I Cx - Y> = -(a, y> if a E (Cx)D, 
=+cc if not. 
Thus by Proposition 3.4, 
6(y, Cx) = -min{-(a, y) / Ila/l = 1, a E (Cx)p}, 
= max{(a, y) / IJaIl = 1,a E (CX)~}. 
By Proposition 3.8(b), the map x+ {a 1 llall = 1, a E (CX)~} is lsc at x0 and 
from Proposition 3.8(a) and Corollary 2.3.1, upper semicontinuity at x0 also 
follows. Hence by Corollary 2.14.1, (x, y) + 6( y, Cx) is continuous at 
(x0, Y>. I 
4. STEEPEST ASCENT 
We shall now apply the results of the previous sections to construct a 
steepest ascent algorithm for unconstrained nonconical multiple objective 
programming and to study its convergence properties. A steepest ascent 
algorithm is a two-stage procedure. First, a direction is chosen, and second, 
the ray in that direction is searched for an optimal point. Thus the 
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algorithmic map is the composition of a direction selecting map D and a line 
search map L. In the present setting, L will maximalize, rather than 
maximize, the objective function. 
Throughout this section we assume X = E”, Y = E”, and f: E” + E” is a 
differentiable function. The nonconical order on Em is designated <. Define 
the derivative <’ of < [6] by 
(z<‘) - z = cl(F(z<, z)), 
where F(z<, z) is the cone of feasible directions for z< at z. Thus, the sets 
z<’ = z< ’ U {z} are closed cones with vertex at z. However, the map 
z + (z<‘) - z need not be translation invariant; hence, <’ need not be a 
conical order. Nevertheless, if < is a closed conical order then <’ = <. 
Say that y E E” is a direction of improvement for f at x under < if for 
some /3 > 0 and all a, 0 < GL < /I impliesf(x) < f(x + ay). Call x E E” locally 
maximal for f at x under < if x E maxl(U, c/f) for some neighborhood U of 
x. Given a binary relation p on Em, define the interior relation p” by 
xp” = int(xp). The importance of derivative orders is due to the following 
results, which are adapted from [6]. 
4.1. THEOREM. Suppose f(x) is a regular point for <, and 
f(x) <‘“f(x) +f’(x)Y- (10) 
Then y is a direction of improvement for f at x under co. 
The regularity requirement is a mild analog of a constraint qualification 
and the reader is referred to [6] for its definition. Note that since <’ c <, y 
is also a direction of improvement under <. 
Call a point x E E” afirst-order solution for f on E” under < if there is no 
y E E” such that (10) holds. Corollary 4.1.1 is immediate. 
4.1.1. COROLLARY. If x is locally maximal for f on E” under < and 
f(x) is a regular point for <, then x is a first-order solution forf on E” under 
<. 
When m = 1 and < is the usual real ordering, then <lo = <’ = < and (10) 
reduces to f ‘(x)y > 0. The condition that x be a first-order solution then 
implies f’(x) = 0. The nonconical analog of the last assertion is somewhat 
more involved and will not be needed here. The reader is referred to [6] for 
its statement. 
We now construct a direction selecting map. Since it is desired to select a 
direction y of improvement for f at x, it is natural to require y to satisfy (IO), 
and perhaps more natural to require the greatest degree of satisfaction 
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possible. This can be accomplished by minimizing the directed distance from 
f’(x)y to the cone (f(x)<‘“) -f(x). To this end, let 
P(XT Y> = 4f’(X)YY (f(x)<‘“) -f(x)), 
and for some compact neighborhood K of 0, let 
P(X) = mink@, Y) I Y E 0 
Dx = argmin(q(x, .), K). 
According to the following result, this procedure behaves as we expect. 
4.2. THEOREM. (a) Zff(x) is a regular point for <, and p(x) < 0, then 
every y E Dx is a direction of improvement for f at x under < ‘. 
(b) Zf p(x) = 0 then x is a first-order solution for f under <. 
(c) Zf f (x) is a regular point for < and x is not a first-order solution 
for f under <, then every y E Dx is a direction of improvement for f at x 
under co. 
Proof. (a) Suppose ,u(x) < 0 and y E Dx. Then S(f ‘(x)y, (f(x)<‘“) - 
f(x)) < 0, so by Corollary 3.4.2, f’(x) y E int((f (x)<‘“) -f(x)) = 
(f(x)< “) - f(x), that is, 
f(x) <‘“f(x) +f’(x)y. 
Since f(x) is a regular point for <, it follows by Theorem 4.1 that 
f(x) <Of (x + czy) for suffkiently small a > 0. Thus y is a direction of 
improvement for f at x under <‘. 
(b) Suppose x is not a first-order solution. Then by Theorem 4.1, there 
is a solution y to f ‘(x) y E int((f(x)<‘) -f(x)). Since (j(x)<‘) -f(x) is a 
cone, y can be chosen with y E K. Thus by Corollary 3.4.2, 
P(X) < S(f ‘(X)Y> (f(x)<‘“) - f(x)) < 0. 
Assertion (c) is a direct consequence of (a) and (b). 1 
The next result summarizes the continuity properties of D. 
4.3. THEOREM. Suppose that the map z + z<’ is closed and lsc from 
below under <, that f: E” -+ E” is continuously dtzerentiable, and that 
cl(z< ’ “) = z<‘. Then the map x + Dx is USC from below under G/f 
Proof. We will employ a directional corollary to Corollary 2.14.1. Since 
the constant map x-+ K is Isc and closed, we need only show that 
(x, y) + rp(x, y) is continuous from below under G/f in x. 
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Since z + z<’ is closed and lsc from below under <, the map 
z + (z<‘) -z also has these properties. Then since f is continuous, the 
composition x + (f(x)<‘) - f( x is closed and lsc from below under G/f. ) 
Thus by Theorem 3.9 the map 
(x3 w> - @w (f(x)<‘> -f(x)> 
is continuous in (x, w) from below under Q” in x. Since f is continuously 
differentiable, the composition 
(x3 Y> -+ &f’(x) YY (f(x)<‘> - f(x)) 
is continuous in (x, y) from below under </’ in x. But since cl(z< “) = z<’ 
and 6(z, S) = 6(z, cl(S)), it follows that S(f ‘(x)y, (f(x)<‘) - f(x)) = cp(x, y). 
Thus v, has the desired properties. The conclusion of the theorem now 
follows from the directional corollary of Corollary 2.14.1. I 
We now turn to the construction of line search maps. For our purposes, 
such maps must have two properties: they must improve the objective 
function and they must be closed at nonsolution points. A tempting first 
candidate for such a map is 
H’(x, d) = maxl(ray(x, d), </f ). 
However, since a set need not be bounded by its maximal points [6], H’ 
flunks the first requirement. This defect is easily remedied by defining 
H(x, d) = x(</f) n maxl(ray(x, 4, c/f ). 
From Theorem 4.2(c) we see that the direction selecting map D generates 
directions d of improvement for f at x under <’ as well as <. Thus H is 
guaranteed to improve f under <, but so is 
J(x, 4 = x(</f) f7 maxl(ray(x, d), <O/f ). 
However, from Theorem 2.10 we see that neither H nor J can be guaranteed 
to be closed unless < or <‘, respectively, is open in Em X E”. A line search 
map which is closed is 
L(x, 4 = x(</f) n maxl(w(x, 4, t/f), 
where t is the interior of < in Em X Em. It is easily seen that U t 5 if and 
only if there are neighborhoods U of f and V of V such that u < v for all 
u E U, u E I’. It follows that ? c <‘, but because of this, D cannot be 
guaranteed to generate directions of improvement for ‘?. Thus L need not 
improve f since x E L(x, d) is possible. This will not occur, however, at 
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points x for which f(x)‘< =f(x)<‘. At these points L is sufficient for our 
purposes. 
As far as we can see, this defect of maximalizing line search maps is fatal 
to our convergence analysis. Because of it, it appears theoretically possible 
that algorithms based on L will converge to nonsolution points x satisfying 
f(x) ‘? #f(x)<“. Whether this is a difficulty in practice remains to be seen. 
It is possible to construct maximizing line search maps which do not share 
these difficulties [2] but these are ad hoc in nature and may destroy 
objective functions concavity in some cases. For conical orders, ? = <‘, and 
for the PC unanimity order, zt = z<’ except for a set of measure zero. 
Thus, at present we are content to utilize L until empirical evidence weighs 
against it. The computational example of Section 6 produced no instances of 
convergence to nonsolution points. 
4.4. THEOREM. Suppose f: E” -+ E m is continuous, and the map z + z< 
is closed from below under <. Then the line search map (x, d) + L(x, d) is 
closed from below under <If in x at any (x, d) with d # 0. 
Proof Since (x, d) + ray(x, d) is closed at any (x, d) with d # 0, and is 
lsc, we may invoke Theorem 2.13 to conclude that the map 
(x, 4 -, maxWv(x, 4, t/f> is closed at any (x, d) with d # 0. Since 
x + x(</f) is closed from below under G/f, the conclusion of the theorem 
follows by a directional corollary to Theorem 2.1(a). 1 
Finally, define the steepest ascent composite map it4 by 
Mx = L (x, Dx). 
Its convergence properties are given next. Convergence theorem 2.15 is used 
in the proof of Theorem 4.5. An alternate version of Theorem 4.5 could be 
demonstrated using convergence theorem 2.16. However, Theorem 4.5 
suffices for our subsequent computational work. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let < be a binary relation on E” satisfying 
(a) < is irreflexive and transitive, 
(b) each z E E” is a regular point for <, 
(c) the map z + z< is closed from below under <, 
(d) the sets <z are closed, 
(e) the map z + z<’ is closed from below and lsc from below under <, 
(f) cl(z<‘O) = z<l. 
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Let f: E” + Em be continuously differentiable, let r,, be the set of first order 
solutions for f under <, and let 
A = {x I f(x)? #f(x)<“}. 
Let x0 E E” be such that the upper section x”(</f) is compact, and suppose 
a sequence {xj} is generated satisfying xj’ 1 E Mxj. Then every cluster point 
of { 2’ } is in r. V A. 
Proof We employ Theorem 2.15 with 
<= <If, < = <If, X=E”, T=T,vA, K = x”(<,‘f ). 
The assumptions of Theorem 2.15(a)-(c) are immediate from the present 
hypotheses. Also, since Mx c x(</f), Theorem 2.15(d) holds, and by tran- 
sitivity, {xj} C x”(</f ), a compact set. Thus the assertion of the theorem will 
follow if Theorem 2.15(e), (f) can be shown to hold. 
To show (e), suppose x @ r and y E Mx. Then x(</f)y, as just 
mentioned, that is, f(x) < f(y), so to show x(</f) y it suffices to show 
f(x) # f(y). For some d E Dx, y E L(x, d). Since x C$ To, d is by 
Theorem 4.2(c) a direction of improvement for f at x under <‘. Since x G A, 
f(x)<” =f(x)p:, so d is also a direction of improvement under ‘?, that is, 
f(x) 9: f(x + 4 f or all a > 0 sufficiently small. But if f (y) = f(x), then 
f(y) 9= f (x + ad)> f rom which one would conclude that y is dominated by 
x + ad under T/f: Since this would contradict y E L(x, d), it must be that 
f(y) < f(x), as desired. 
To show Theorem 2.15(f), suppose x 6 r. Note first by Theorem 4.3 that 
the map x -+ Dx is USC from below under G/f, so by a directional corollary of 
Theorem 2.6(b), the map x+x x Dx is USC from below under G/J Since 
x G? r,, x is not a first-order solution, so by Theorem 4.2(c) each d E Dx is a 
direction of improvement for f at x under <‘, ’ implying by irreflexivity that 
d # 0 for d E Dx. Since by Theorem 4.4, the map (x, d) + L(x, d) is closed 
from below under G/f in x when d # 0, it follows by a directional corollary 
of Theorem 2.7(c) that the composition x + L(x, Dx) = Mx is closed from 
below under G/J Thus Theorem 2.15(f) holds. 1 
5. LINE SEARCH ALGORITHMS 
In this section, several results of potential utility in the construction of line 
search algorithms which find maximal, rather than maximum points, are 
presented. The construction and evaluation of such algorithms is a matter for 
further research, and shall not be pursued in depth here. However, a simple 
algorithm which performs a bisecting search is outlined. 
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The problem addressed here is as follows. Given a function f: E’ + Y, 
where Y is a normed vector space ordered by the binary relation <, and a 
closed interval J c E’, find at least one point of maxl(J, c/f). The discussion 
in this section treats the case in which convexity assumptions are imposed on 
< andf. 
For U, u E Y, let [u, u] be the closed segment connecting u to U, and let 
]u, U] be the half-open segment. Let shdw(u, V) be the ray emanating from 
and including u, in the direction u - U. Then w E shdw(u, V) o u E Iv, w]. 
Call a binary relation < convex if u < u * u< w for all w E ]u, v], and 
weakly comex if u < v + w < u for all w E shdw(u, 0). If < is defined by 
u < u o not v < U, then weak convexity takes on the more familiar form: 
a < u 3 u < w for all w E 124, v]. 
These assumptions are frequently invoked in the economic theory of 
consumer preferences [ 151. Given a utility function rp representing <, 
convexity and weak convexity are, respectively, equivalent to the quasicon- 
cavity and strict quasiconcavity of ~1. Any conical order is both convex and 
weakly convex [ 11, as is the PC unanimity order discussed in the 
Introduction. 
Call a function f: X+ Y <-concave if for all a E IO, 1 [, and all x, y E X, 
(1 - a)f(x) + af( y) < f(( 1 - a)x + ay). Two important results are as 
follows. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose < is a transitive binary relation on Y, and 
f: X + Y is <-concave. 
(a) If < is convex then so is c/f 
(b) If < is weakly convex then so is </f 
Proof: (a) Suppose x(</f)y, and let z = (1 - a)x + ay, where 
a E IO, 11. It must be shown that x(</f )z. Since f(x) < f(y) and < 
is convex, we have f(x) < w for all w E ]f (x), f (y)], hence 
f(x) < (1 - a)f(x) + af(y). S ince f is <-concave, and < is transitive, it 
follows that f(x) < f (( 1 - a)x + ay) = f(z). Hence, x( </f )z. 
(b) Suppose x(</f )y and z E shdw(x, y). It must be shown that 
z(qf)y. Since XE ]y,z], x = (1 -a)y + az for some a E IO, I]. By 
concavity of f, w = (1 - a) f (y) + af (z) < f(x), and by assumption, 
f(x) <f(y). Thus w <f(y), and since WE If(y), f(z)], that is, 
f(z) E shdw(w, f (y)), it follows by weak convexity that f(z) < f(y), as 
desired. 1 
5.2. PROPOSITION. If J is a convex subset of E’, and the binary relation 
< on E’ is irreflexive and weakly convex, then maxl(J, <) is convex. 
Proof. If maxl(J, <) consists of a single point, the assertion holds, so 
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suppose x *, y*Emaxl(J,<)andz*E]x*,y*[.Thenz*EJ,andifz*<z 
for some z E J, then z* # z, and exactly one of x*, y* is in shdw(z*, z). By 
weak convexity, either x* < z or y* < z, a contradiction. Hence, z* must be 
in maxl(J, <). I 
The remaining two results of this section pertain to derivative-based 
search. The first states necessary and sufficient differential conditions for 
maximality under convexity assumptions and may be derived from [6, 
Corollaries 3.3 and 4.1, and Theorem 4.4). The second provides the basis for 
a bisecting line search algorithm. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose ( G < ‘, the sets z<’ are convex with 
nonempty interior, each point in Y is regular for <, f: E’ + Y is dtfieren- 
tiable, and there is a conical order co c < ’ such that f is <,-concave. For 
an interval subset J of Y, a point x E int(J) is in maxl(J, <“If) if and only if 
neither of 
f(x) <‘“f(x)+f’(x), 
f(x) <‘“f(x)-f’(x) 
hold. If J has a left endpoint a, then a is in maxl(J, <“If) if and only if it is 
false that 
f(a) <‘“f(a) +f’(a). 
Similarly, ifJ has a right endpoint b, then b is in maxl(J, <“If) if and only if 
it is false that 
f(b) <‘“f(b)-f’(b). 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose < on Y is convex and weakly convex, and 
f: E’ + Y is <-concave. 
(a) Iff (x) <“f(x) - f’(x) then f (z) < f(x) for every z > x. 
(b) rff(x) <“f(x) + f ‘(x) then f (z) <f(x) for every z < x. 
Proof. If f(x) (“f(x) -f’(x), then -1 is a direction of improvement 
for f at x. Thus, there is a y < x such that f (x) < f(y). Since </f is weakly 
convex, and shdw(x, y) = [x, co [, it follows that f(z) < f(y) for all 
z E [x, co [. By convexity of </‘f(z) < f(w) for all w E ]z, y]. In particular, 
if z E lx, co [, then f (z) < f(x). A symmetric argument establishes the second 
assertion. I 
A bisecting line search would discard successive half-intervals on the basis 
of Proposition 5.4, thereby generating a sequence I, of intervals of length 
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proportional to 2-k, each of which contains maxl(J, </f). A termination 
condition is provided by Proposition 5.3. Since by Proposition 5.2, 
maxl(J, c/f) is convex, finite termination is assured unless maxl(J, c/f) 
consists of a single point x*, in which case the sequence of midpoints xk E I, 
converges to x*. When maxl(J, </f) is not a single point, then by 
Proposition 5.3, termination occurs with xk E maxl(.Z, <O/f) for some k. 
Since 
maxl(J, C/f) C maxl(J, <O/f) C maxl(J, t/f), 
this search is a suitable realization of the line search map L of Section 4, in 
which points maximal under t/f are sought. 
6. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLE 
In this section we present an example application of the steepest ascent 
algorithm of Section 4. We seek to maximalize a double objective quadratic 
function of two variables under a particular PC unanimity order. The same 
problem was considered in [6], where PC-efficient points were obtained by 
examining the nonconical Kuhn-Tucker conditions. 
The PC unanimity order may be briefly described as follows. Suppose for 
p > 0 that a decision maker provides preference data 
where each zj lies in objective space Em, and also that the decision maker 
agrees that this strict preference relation < satisfies the axioms 
IRR(<): < is irreflexive, 
TR(<): < is transitive, 
MB(<): x<oy*x<y (more is better), 
WC(<): x < y and z E shdw(x, y) => z < y (weak convexity), 
CV(<): x<yandzE]x,y]+x<z (convexity), 
where in MB, <o is the strict componentwise vector order: x <o y o Xi < yi 
for all i with strict inequality for at least one i. Define the PC-unanimity 
order <p by: x <,, y iff xpy for every binary relation p which satisfies PR@), 
IRR@), TR@), MB@), WC@), and CV@). As the notation suggests, <p is 
the strict componentwise vector order when p = 0, but is stronger for p > 0. 
The explicit characterization of <p is presented in [ 11, and will not be 
repeated here. However, it is worth noting that <p itself has the six properties 
PR, IRR, TR, MB, WC, and CV. This is due to the fact that <,, is an inter- 
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section of binary relations, and as can easily be checked, each of the 
properties listed above is preserved under intersection. 
We consider objective function f: E2 + E2 given by 
f,(x) = - 4(x,)’ - (x*)2 + 10x, + 100, 
f,(x) = -(x,)2 - $(X2)2 + 10x, + 100. 
Since f, and f2 are both concave, it follows that f is <,-concave. The function 
f has ideal point z* (obtained by separately maximizing f, and f2) equal to 
(150, 150) in objective space. We assume the preference data 
(150,70)-x (100, 150)X (150,SO) (11) 
are given, describing a tradeoff around the ideal point. Taking (11) as PR(<) 
with p = 2, we may consider the PC-unanimity order <*. A qualitative 
notion of c2 may be gained by examining Fig. 1, which depicts the upper 
sections z<, as z moves through the points a, b, c, d, e, f in objective space. 
The dashed line running through z ’ = (150,70) and z2 = (100, 150) is the 
set of z such that zq2 # z<i (discussed in Section 4). It is apparent that <2 
is nonconical. Properties PR, IRR, TR, MB, and CV (but perhaps not WC) 
are evident upon a more detailed inspection. 
As is shown in [2], any <p satisfies all the relevant hypotheses of 
Sections 4 and 5. In addition to those already noted, these are 
<p c <;, 
cl(z<jO) = Z<:,) 
z<I, is convex with nonempty interior, 
the sets &,z are closed, 
<p has no irregular points, 
the map z -+ z<,, is closed from below, 
the map z + z<I, is closed from below and lsc from below. 
Most of these can be motivated by Fig. 1. For example, the map z + zG2 is 
clearly continuous for those z not on the dashed line. On the dashed line, 
z + zG2 is closed, since the sets z& do not become abruptly smaller, but not 
lsc, since they do become abruptly larger. However, when approached from 
below, there is no abrupt size increase, so z -+ zQz is lsc from below. Similar 
statements can be made for the map z + z<;. 
Figure 2 illustrates the image of the feasible set (=E2) in objective space. 
The curved line represents the usual <,-efficient frontier, while the bold face 
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FIG. 1. The upper sections of < *. 
subset of the curve is <,-efficient. Upper sections z<i are depicted at eleven 
points along the <,-efficient frontier. 
We may now invoke Theorem 4.5 to conclude that any cluster point x* of 
a steepest ascent sequence must either be a first-order solution or satisfy 
f(x*R2 +f(x*N2”. Moreover, since f is <,-concave for the conical 
suborder <,, of cz, it follows from [6, Corollaries 3.3 and 4.1, and 
Theorem 4.41 that every first-order solution is maximal for f under <i. It 
thus appears that in addition to the desirable points maxl(E2, <z/f), steepest 
ascent may also yield undesirable points of convergence in either 
maxl(E’, -c i/f>\ maxl(E2, <2/‘) or A = {x If(x)t2#f(~)<i}. However, in 
the present example, no such phenomenon occurred, that is, all points of 
convergence were maximal under < 2. 
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FIG. 2. Eflicient frontiers in objective space. 
Since <i has polyhedral upper sections, the approach of Corollary 3.6.2 
may be used to implement the direction selection map Dx of Section 4. If K 
is the unit ball under the L, norm, direction selection at x E E can be 
formulated as a linear program in 2n + 1 variables with as many constraints 
asf(x)<; has faces. 
An apparent difficulty in applying iterative algorithms to multiple 
objective programming is that one wishes to generate a representative sample 
FIG. 3. Three iteration histories in objective space. 
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of efficient points, rather than merely a single one. This difficulty can be 
easily dealt with by parameterizing the algorithm and generating new 
efficient points by altering parameters. Here we have taken the approach of 
parameterizing the objective space inner product (w, z) used in directed 
distance calculation for direction selection. Specifically, we let 
(w, z) = wTQz for positive definite Q, and let Q vary. This has the intuitive 
advantage that in objective space, ascent tends to occur in the direction of 
the eigenvector of Q with smallest eigenvalue (see Fig. 3 and Table I). 
Termination criteria used were as follows. For bisecting line search, 
termination occurs when the conditions of Proposition 5.3 are satisfied 
(guaranteeing an <i/f-maximal point along the search ray) or when the 
length of the bracketing interval falls below a certain tolerance. For all line 
searches conducted in the present example, the first mode of termination was 
observed. 
Overall termination occurs when the minimizing directed distance ,u(x”) = 
w’(Xk)Y*, (f(x”N’“> -t-(x”)> from f’(xk)y to the cone 
(f(Xk)<‘“) -f(xk) comes within E Ilf’(xk)ll of zero, for some tolerance E > 0. 
Computational results are as follows. Table I displays the iteration 
histories for three inner product matrices Q, and the histories are illustrated 
in objective space in Fig. 3. The starting point for all algorithmic sequences 
TABLE I 
Iteration History for Various Inner Product Matrices Q 
Q-’ = diag(l., IO.) Q-’ = diag(5.,6.) Q-’ = diag(lO., 1.) 
Iteration x f(x) 
0 12.0 4.0 
12.0 4.0 
1 3.123 28.81 
9.811 140.2 
2 3.123 118.1 
2.877 114.9 
3 3.361 118.1 
3.139 115.2 
4 3.422 118.1 
3.203 115.2 
5 3.438 118.1 
3.129 115.2 
6 
X f(x) 
12.0 4.0 
12.0 4.0 
2.911 110.1 
3.839 122.6 
2.844 110.1 
3.815 122.6 
X f(x) 
12.0 4.0 
12.0 4.0 
9.877 140.2 
3.123 28.81 
6.877 135.4 
3.123 79.07 
6.126 139.0 
1.874 19.45 
5.922 139.2 
1.578 79.46 
5.896 139.2 
1.542 79.41 
5.870 139.2 
1.505 19.47 
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TABLE II 
Points of Termination for Ten Inner Product Matrices Q 
Q-’ x f(x) Iterations 
diag( l., 10.) 
diag(2., 9.) 
diag(3., 8.) 
diag(4., 7.) 
diag(5., 6.) 
diag(6., 5.) 
diag(7., 4.) 
diag(8., 3.) 
diag(9., 2.) 
diag(lO, 1.) 
3.438 118.1 5 
3.219 115.2 
2.594 105.3 4 
4.156 126.2 
2.743 107.8 4 
3.984 124.4 
2.540 104.2 4 
4.234 126.9 
2.884 110.1 2 
3.815 122.6 
3.815 122.6 2 
2.884 110.1 
4.879 132.6 2 
2.082 94.85 
5.994 139.9 3 
1.444 77.47 
5.167 134.7 4 
1.895 90.46 
5.870 139.2 6 
1.505 79.47 
was x0 = (12.0, 12.0), f(x”) = (4.0,4.0). Termination points and number of 
iterations required for ten different Q matrices are listed in Table II, and 
depicted in objective space in Fig. 4. All terminal points were <,-maximal. 
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FIG. 4. Points of termination in objective space. 
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